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roton beam therapy is a type of radiotherapy that employs a high energy beam of protons
rather than high energy X-rays to deliver a dose of radiotherapy for patients with cancer.1
The UK has been involved in the development of proton beam therapy; a specialist eye
service at Clatterbridge, Merseyside, UK, was the first hospital-based proton beam therapy facility,
treating eyes with a low-energy proton beam.2 High-energy proton beam is now widely available
in the US, and is increasingly becoming available in Europe. The procedure received considerable
media attention in the UK in 2014, when the parents of a boy with a brain tumour, Ashya King,
took the child out of hospital to receive proton beam therapy in Europe.3 In 2016, following the
publication of a phase II study,4 the NHS decided to fund children with medulloblastoma to travel
abroad to receive proton therapy.5 Earlier in 2018, the Rutherford Cancer Centre in south Wales
became the first clinic in the UK to offer high energy proton beam therapy.6 Two other facilities are
currently being built at The Christie NHS Foundation Trust in Manchester and University College
London Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, and services are expected to commence within the next
2 years.5 In an expert interview, Jason Lester of the Rutherford Cancer Centre, discusses the
advantages and limitations of this therapy.

Q. What are the major unmet needs in radiotherapy in cancer
treatment?
Cancer incidence is rising because of the drive to diagnose patients more quickly and treat
them earlier. Because of this, the indications for radiotherapy are increasing and we are
treating more patients; for example, stereotactic radiotherapy is used for early stage lung cancer,
which was not the case 10 years ago. One of the major challenges is, therefore, the need to
increase our radiotherapy capacity due to increasing demand. In addition, treatment complexity
is increasing, which increases the time needed to plan and deliver radiotherapy treatment. In
addition, we need investment in state-of the-art machines to deliver this technical treatment, and
we need enough staff with appropriate expertise to oversee, plan and deliver the treatment. In the
current economic climate, expanding and upgrading radiotherapy services in the UK is difficult, but
progress is being made.

Q. What are the advantages of proton beam therapy compared to
conventional radiotherapy?
Conventional radiotherapy uses high energy X-rays called photons to destroy cancer cells, while
proton beam therapy uses beams of protons to achieve the same effect. Unlike conventional
radiotherapy, the properties of protons allow them to enter and travel through tissue with
minimal dose deposition on the way to the target. When they reach the target, they stop almost
immediately, meaning that there is minimal exit dose. This means that proton beam can reduce the
risk of serious side effects and the severity of side effects.
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Q. Which patients are likely to benefit most from
this treatment?
Proton beam therapy is currently the preferred option for treating solid
tumours in children because there is almost always less radiation dose
to normal tissues, and this reduces the chance of serious complications.
Importantly, this also reduces the risk of secondary radiation-induced
cancers developing later. In adults, proton beam therapy is used to treat
cancers that are located near critical structures such as the optic nerve
or spinal cord where conventional X-ray treatment may cause damage.
Proton beam therapy can be effective in treating a range of other cancers
including head and neck, lung, prostate, breast, bowel and rectal cancers.
It can also be useful to treat cancers that have relapsed after receiving a
radical dose of radiotherapy.

Q. What are the limitations of proton beam
therapy?
There are no reported randomised trials that have compared proton
beam therapy to conventional radiotherapy, so quantifying the benefit
of treatment can be difficult. From a technical point of view, any change
in tissue composition such as variations of the setup of the patient on
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the treatment machine, lung expansion or rapid shrinkage of the tumour,
may affect the target dosage and proton dose to the surrounding
structures. The effect of changing tissue composition is not specific
to proton beam therapy, but the influence of tissue change on dose is
more pronounced with protons than with photons. Organ motion, such
as respiratory movement in the chest, can have a greater impact on
dose with proton beam therapy. It is important to take great care when
positioning a patient for proton beam therapy; treatment verification with
cone beam computed tomography in the head of the instrument is very
important prior to each treatment.

Q. What further clinical evidence is needed to
support the cost-effectiveness of proton
beam radiotherapy?
As with all newer cancer therapies, there is a need to carry out clinical
trials comparing proton beam therapy to conventional radiotherapy and
potentially other cancer treatments, depending on the clinical situation.
Clearly, such trials would be complex, expensive and time-consuming,
particularly as the number of proton beam therapy centres in the UK will
be small, even in a few years’ time.
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